
Zen 
Inside the Silverhorn Hotel in Shin-Akakura, you
can arrange a complimentary pick-up from any
Myoko accommodation. The highlight of Zen is the
constantly changing Western-Japanese fusion set
menu paired with freshy made cocktails.

Arakin Ramen
While the name gives away their main dish -
Ramen - think of the menu more of izakaya than
just ramen.

The Roastery by Nojiri Coffee Company
Specialising in authentic Californian cuisine (read;
mouthwatering burgers and wings), craft beer and
of course specialty coffee. Being right on the lake
the Roastery offers unique views and an
experience away from the mountain.

Menya Ashita
The 'Menja' part of Menya Ashita simply means
they sell noodles. A ramen restaurant just outside
of Myoko is worth the trip.  Visually appealing and
with generous portions, the thickness of their
broth goes a long way in solving the headache
from the sakes the night before.

Pontaro
Near the Akakura Kanko Resort Gondola, this
izakaya restaurant is a great option to indulge in
traditional Japanese dishes with variety. 
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Nihontei/Tsugemi
These two restaurants share the same owner and
only three kilometers apart. Offering varying
menus but both committed to delicious food.

No Name Myoko
Owned and run by Kimi and Miyu from Japow
House, it is right across from Myoko Snowsports.
Incorporating as many local Myoko ingredients as
possible their dishes include croque monsieur,
smoked chicken peperoncino and other treats.
Paired with beers, sakes and Nagano hot apple
cider.

Yabu Soba
Directly across from the post office, getting here
without a car can be difficult but if you can, you
won't find better soba. All their dishes are
homemade, the atmosphere is traditional and the
service is fantastic. Six decades of experience
finessed into Yabu Soba today.

Echigoya
Echigoya is a yakiniku (grilled meat) restaurant
where you cook for yourselves at the table. 

With reasonably priced meals, Echigoya is always
busy, the pro tip is to call ahead. If you don't speak
Japanese then get someone to call on your behalf
before making the 15 minute drive towards Joetsu.


